The **Singer’s Mask**

**FINDING THE PERFECT FIT:**

- Carefully bend the wire along the top of the mask to form-fit to your face.
- Gently lift the tip (bend the wire) so it points upwards. The tip of the mask should rest on the bridge of your nose.
- Put on the mask and adjust the ear loops (or ties) to where you feel comfortable. The ideal fit is to create a seal around your face.
- Gently manipulate the wire to follow the curve down the side of your nose, the curve of your cheeks and close to the ears. The mask should not press into your cheeks or nose but follow the shape of your face for a comfortable form-fit.

**CARING FOR YOUR MASK:**

- Hand wash in cold water.
- If placed in washing machine it should be washed alone or with very light-weight items so the form-fit wire does not get crushed by other items.
- When drying, place something in the nose of the mask to maintain the structure of the space inside.
- When storing, be careful not to fold or crush so you maintain the form-fit nature of your mask.